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Table 1: TennCare Preferred Technology Standard Version History 

Version Date Additions/Modifications Prepared/Revised by 
1 01/15/2020 Published version of the TennCare Preferred 

Technology Standard & Guidance Document  
TAS 

1.1 04/17/2020 Updated to include Apache HTTP Server and 
Apache Tomcat 

TAS 

1.2 06/10/2020 Updated to include MS Project Server TAS 
1.3 11/03/2020 Added Cloud Software / tool list, minor 

clarifications 
TAS 

1.4 12/10/2020 Updated with Cloud preferred list TAS 
1.5 12/15/2020 Updated spreadsheet and document based 

on TennCare review comments 
TAS 

1.6 1/15/2021 Updated document name to TennCare 
Preferred Technology Standard 

TAS 
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1. Introduction 
The TennCare Preferred Technology Standard guides projects that are implementing a solution that may 
affect TennCare's software portfolio. The TennCare Preferred Technology Standard identifies software that 
is preferred by TennCare for use in TennCare solutions.   
 
The TennCare architecture group, TennCare project teams, and solution vendors can all benefit from using 
the TennCare Preferred Technology Standard, which confirms the technologies used will: 

• Be compatible and interoperable with TennCare’s technology stack  

• Comply with TennCare technical requirements 

• Wherever possible, leverage investments already made by TennCare to reduce cost (e.g. 
Licenses / Master agreements with software providers etc.) 

• Help the TennCare architecture group and the TennCare Architecture Review Board to reduce the 
complexity of TennCare’s technology landscape 

NB: TennCare is regularly evolving this standard and introducing new products and technologies. This 
standard is not fixed and exploration of emerging technologies and products in continually encouraged for 
possible future inclusion in this standard. 

TennCare has three major solution strategies (as illustrated in Figure 1): On-Prem, Cloud-Based, and 
Managed Business Service. The applicability and rigor of compliance for the specified software and tools 
varies based on the context of the solution selected strategy. 

 

 
Figure 1: Solution Strategies and Technology Control Matrix 

• On-Prem require greater alignment to the TennCare Preferred Technology Standard as the 
software used by the solution must run on State servers.  

• Cloud-Based solutions have low to medium constraints from the TennCare Preferred Technology 
Standard, as the solutions deployed to the cloud must still be managed by TennCare and its 
solution vendors and may be required to inter-operate with On-Prem solutions. 

• Managed Business Solutions generally require less rigid alignment to the TennCare Preferred 
Technology Standard as the solutions will be managed by the business service provider. However, 
they may be required to provide some interoperability capabilities with the rest of the TennCare 
application and Data Ecosystem. 

The latest approved version of TennCare Preferred Technology Standard is embedded in the Appendix 
section of this document. 
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2. Structure of the TennCare Preferred Technology 
Standard 

Figure 2 illustrates the structure of the TennCare Preferred Technology Standard. The top row contains the 
headers that describe each column; each subsequent row is a new piece of software. 
 

 

Figure 2: Partial screenshot of TennCare Preferred Technology Standard 

 
Figure 3 illustrates the first few columns of the TennCare Preferred Technology Standard, which indicate 
the degree of compliance required for a software component based on the deployment scenario for a 
given component.  
 

 
Figure 3: Implementation Strategies and TennCare Preferred Technology Standard Compliance 

 

Software Name: Name of the Software/Tool specified for use, or to be interoperated with, in implementing 
technical solutions 
Implementation Strategies: The TennCare Preferred Technology Standard currently supports 3 
implementation strategies (i.e. deployment/operation scenarios). They are: 

1. On-Prem: Technical solutions implemented on TennCare/STS data centers 

On-Prem Cloud
Managed 
Business Services

Oracle Identity and Access 
Management (OIAM) Mandatory Preferred Preferred
Oracle Policy Automation Preferred Not Applicable Not Applicable
Oracle RAC Preferred Not Applicable Not Applicable
QAS Preferred Not Applicable Not Applicable
Qradar Mandatory Preferred Preferred

R Server Optional Optional Optional

Implementation Strategies
Software Name
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2. Cloud: Technical solutions deployed in the Cloud. Depending on the contractual agreement and 
whether it is Infrastructure, Platform, Software, or Business as-a-service (IaaS, PaaS, SaaS, or 
BaaS), a cloud service provider may be responsible for its operations and maintenance (O&M). 

3. Managed Business or Technology Service: The enabling technical solution is managed by the 
3rd Party Vendor providing the Business or Technology Service. Generally, TennCare will require 
less direct control over internal architecture, configurations, any internal components and 
licensing, etc. TennCare may still require adherence to application interface standards and certain 
data governance and reporting, but these details would be mutually agreed. Under the Cloud list, a 
Mandatory Technology Service is expected to be managed under contractual agreement by 
technology service providers. 

4. There are situations for a given software component where all three solution deployment scenarios 
might have the same compliance category (as described below), or situations where Cloud and 
Managed Business Services match each other, but differ from On-Prem. 

Compliance Categories: The following categories indicate the degree of compliance that TennCare 
requires for each software product based on the Deployment Scenario Strategies: 

Mandatory: These tools represent TennCare's strategic direction. Bidders are required to use this 
software unless an exception is approved by the TennCare Architecture Review Board (TARB). 

Preferred: This software is currently used in TennCare solutions. There are existing TennCare 
licenses and experience using this software. Bidders are encouraged to use it to reduce the cost 
and technology complexity of TennCare’s solution portfolio. 

Optional: This software is currently used in TennCare solutions; however, it may be used in a small 
set of applications, or it is at the end of its product life. Bidders must request a software exception 
from TARB to use this category. 

Not Applicable: This software is not applicable for a specific solution deployment scenario (e.g.  
Oracle Policy Automation cannot be on Cloud or used as a Managed Business Service)  

Figure 4 shows the remaining columns of the TennCare Preferred Technology Standard. 

 
Figure 4: Remaining Columns of the TennCare Preferred Technology Standard 

 
Maker: The name of the company making the software (i.e. the Vendor). 

Tool Group: This categorizes the software in one of the following usage groups: 

• Runtime Platform: Software platform where software components are executed 

• Ops Control: Software tools that support operations. 
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• DevSecOps Pipeline: DevSecOps Pipeline represents continuous delivery process from code to 
deployed feature. 

• SILC Management: Facilitate project management activities in SILC, including architecture, 
requirement management, test management, risk and issue management etc. 

Function: Internal TennCare functional categorization of software. 

Latest Version in TennCare: The latest version of the software that’s installed on TennCare systems  

ServiceNow Version: The latest version of the software as recorded in ServiceNow  

Notes: Any additional comments about the software.  

 

Figure 5 illustrates sample columns and rows from “TennCare Cloud Tech Standard” tab of the TennCare 
Preferred Technology Standard, which shows the cloud technology list. This list also contains the software 
/ tool list brought over from tab – “TennCare Technology Standard” spreadsheet. 

 

 
Figure 5: TennCare Cloud Tech Standard  

Software Name: Name of the Cloud Software/Tool specified for use, or to be interoperated with, in 
implementing technical solutions 
Solution Implementation Strategies: The TennCare Preferred Technology Standard currently supports 3 
deployment/operation scenarios as described previously. (Under the Cloud tab, it is expected to be a 
cloud-based solution so column was not needed.) 

 

Compliance Categories: The categories indicate the degree of compliance that TennCare requires for 
each software product: 

Mandatory: These tools represent TennCare's strategic direction. Bidders are required to use this 
software unless an exception is approved by TARB. 

Software Name Cloud
Managed Technology 
Services

Maker Tool Group Function
Latest 
Version in 
TennCare

ServiceNow 
Version

Note

BusinessObjects Enterprise XI 3.1 Cloud Alternate Mandatory SAP Runtime platform Business intelligence
Brought over this entry from "TennCare 
Whitelist" tab and updated as Cloud - Secondary; 
On-Prem as N/A; Managed Business Services as 
Mandatory.

SAS Cloud Preferred Mandatory SAS Institute Runtime platform Multimodal Predictive Analytics and 
Machine Learning (PAML) platform Brought over this entry from "TennCare 

Whitelist" tab and updated as Cloud - Secondary; 
On-Prem as N/A; Managed Business Services as 
Mandatory.

Informatica PowerCenter Cloud Preferred Mandatory Informatica DevSecOps 
Pipeline

Extract, Transform and Load tool 
that maintains the service and 
workflow session definitions for ETL.

Brought over this entry from "TennCare 
Whitelist" tab and updated as Cloud 
Recommended; On-Prem as N/A; Managed 
Business Services as Mandatory.

This tool is "Cloud Preferred", if contractor selects 
tool outside of the native cloud toolset.

Talend Data Fabric Cloud Alternate Mandatory Talend Runtime platform Extract, Transform and Load
IBM Datastage Cloud Alternate Mandatory IBM Runtime platform Extract, Transform and Load
Oracle Data Integrator Cloud Alternate Mandatory IBM Runtime platform Extract, Transform and Load
Snowflake - Data warehouse Cloud Alternate Mandatory Snowflake Runtime platform Data warehouse NA NA
Talend Data Quality Cloud Alternate Mandatory Talend Runtime platform Data Quality NA NA
Informatica Data Quality Cloud Preferred Mandatory Informatica Runtime platform Data Quality NA NA This tool is "Cloud Preferred", if contractor selects 

tool outside of the native cloud toolset.
Data Quality Analyzer Cloud Alternate Mandatory Ataccama Runtime platform Data Quality NA NA
Informatica MDM Cloud Alternate Mandatory Informatica Runtime platform Master Data management NA NA
IBM Infosphere Cloud Preferred Mandatory IBM Runtime platform Master Data management NA NA This tool is "Cloud Preferred", if contractor selects 

tool outside of the native cloud toolset.
Ataccama MDM Cloud Alternate Mandatory Ataccama Runtime platform Master Data management NA NA
ESRI Arcgis Cloud Preferred Mandatory ESRI Runtime platform Spatial analysis, GIS NA NA This tool is "Cloud Preferred", if contractor selects 

tool outside of the native cloud toolset.
Google Maps Cloud Alternate Mandatory ESRI Runtime platform Spatial analysis, GIS NA NA
Maptitude GIS Cloud Alternate Mandatory Maptitude Runtime platform Spatial analysis, GIS NA NA
Adaptive - Metadata Manager Cloud Alternate Mandatory Adaptive Runtime platform metadata management NA NA
Alation for Metadata Management Cloud Preferred Mandatory Alation Runtime platform metadata management NA NA This tool is "Cloud Preferred", if contractor selects 

tool outside of the native cloud toolset.
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Preferred: This software is currently used in TennCare solutions. There are existing TennCare 
licenses and experience using this software. Bidders are encouraged to use it to reduce the cost 
and technology complexity of TennCare’s solution portfolio. 

Optional: This software is currently used in TennCare solutions; however, it may be used in a small 
set of applications, or it is at the end of its product life. Bidders must request a software exception 
from TARB to use this category. 

Not Applicable: This software is not applicable for a specific solution deployment scenario (e.g.  
Oracle Policy Automation cannot be on Cloud or used as a Managed Business Service)  

Cloud-Preferred: These tools represent TennCare's strategic direction for cloud-based technology. 
Bidders are recommended to utilize these tools or propose equivalent or better tools for TennCare's 
approval. 

Cloud-Alternative: These tools represent TennCare's strategic direction as an acceptable alternate 
cloud-based technology. 

 

3. Usage Guide: 
The table below elaborates the various stakeholders and usage contexts of the TennCare Preferred 
Technology Standard. 

 

# Lifecycle Phase / 
Gate 

Architecture Group TennCare Project Solution Vendor 

1 Planning Review Select solution 
strategy 

RFP response evaluation Review Tools 

2 Design Review Bring any exceptions 
raised to TARB 

Approve or reject any 
exceptions raised 

Raise any exceptions 
necessary 

3 As-Built Review Update TennCare 
Preferred Technology 
Standard with 
implemented tools 

Approve any tools that 
need to be added to the 
TennCare Preferred 
Technology Standard 

Review Tools 

4 Decommissioning 
Review 

Remove any relevant 
tools from the 
TennCare Preferred 
Technology Standard 

Approve or reject any 
tools that should be 
removed from the 
TennCare Preferred 
Technology Standard 

Recommend any tools 
that don’t need to be in 
the TennCare Preferred 
Technology Standard 

 

In the event a piece of software prescribed by a solution vendor is not suitable for a particular deployment 
scenario, an exception can be sought from TARB based on recommendations from the TennCare 
Architects. Although exceptions are expected to be identified during the Design Review Phase, they may 
arise at any time. 

Rather than raising exceptions, TennCare architects may instead propose revisions to the TennCare 
Preferred Technology Standard to adopt a new technology. 
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4. Updating the TennCare Preferred Technology Standard 
 

The TennCare Preferred Technology Standard will be routinely maintained to reflect TennCare Technical 
Management decisions as a result of changes such as the following examples: 

• Adding new Software approved by TennCare 

• Removing tools that are decommissioned (aka ‘sunsetted’) or no longer supported 

• Updating versions to reflect upgrades performed or anticipated to be used in future 
implementations  

• Extending the TennCare Preferred Technology Standard to support additional solution 
implementation contexts 

 

TennCare Enterprise Architects will maintain the TennCare Preferred Technology Standard and 
recommend any changes for TARB approval. TARB enforces compliance with the TennCare Preferred 
Technology Standard. 

 

Scheduled Revisions: 

The TennCare Preferred Technology Standard needs to be updated as per the schedule defined by 
TennCare to check for any additions and/or deletions from the TennCare Preferred Technology Standard.  

• Semi-Annual for the first year (Fiscal 2019 – 2020) 

• Updates to be made no less than once every 365 days 

 

Out-of-cycle Revisions: 

The TennCare Preferred Technology Standard needs to be updated for any out-of-cycle revisions arising 
from new Projects, Review Gates, new strategies/direction etc. The process for exceptions will be defined 
as per TennCare’s solution and technology strategy. 

 

Revision Responsibility: 

Any minor revisions to the TennCare Preferred Technology Standard should be made with the Standard 
owner (i.e. TennCare Architects), while any major revisions should be presented to the TARB for approval. 
The TennCare Technology Standard owner should determine whether the nature of revision is minor or 
major. 
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Appendix A: TennCare Preferred Technology Standard 
 
 

TennCare Preferred 
Technology Standar  

 
 

The TennCare Preferred Technology Standard will be stored in the TennCare Standards Library (Currently 
it is stored on the KPMG collaboration site and will be eventually moved to STS Managed TennCare 
SharePoint) 
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TennCare Technology Standard

		Software Name		On-Prem		Cloud		Managed Business Services		Maker		Tool Group		Function		Latest Version in TennCare		ServiceNow Version		Note

		(Application Centric Infrastructure) ACI		Mandatory		Mandatory		Mandatory		Cisco		Runtime platform		Network isolation		7.5.0.0		NA

		Adobe Experience Manager forms		Optional		Optional		Optional		Adobe		DevSecOps Pipeline		Digital forms creation and management		6.1.0		6.1.0		Added from ServiceNow software list

		AgileDesigner		Optional		Optional		Optional		CA		SILC Management		Agile requirements designer		2.5.0.3		2.5.0.3		Added from ServiceNow software list

		Apache HTTP Server		Optional		Optional		Optional		Apache Software Foundation		DevSecOps Pipeline		Web server		1.8.0		1.8.0

		Apache Tomcat		Optional		Optional		Optional		Apache Software Foundation		DevSecOps Pipeline		Java based web server		7		7

		Atlassian Bamboo		Preferred		Preferred		Preferred		Atlassian 		DevSecOps Pipeline		Build engine		5.x		NA

		Atlassian Bitbucket		Preferred		Preferred		Preferred		Atlassian		DevSecOps Pipeline		Source Code Management		4.x		NA

		Atlassian Clover		Preferred		Preferred		Preferred		Atlassian		DevSecOps Pipeline		Code Coverage		4.x		NA

		Atlassian Crucible		Preferred		Preferred		Preferred		Atlassian 		DevSecOps Pipeline		Code Review		4.x		NA

		Atlassian Fisheye		Preferred		Preferred		Preferred		Atlassian 		DevSecOps Pipeline		Source Code Management		4.x		NA

		Atlassian JIRA		Preferred		Preferred		Preferred		Atlassian		SILC Management		Development and Defect Tracking		7.x		NA

		BusinessObjects Enterprise XI 3.1		Optional		Optional		Optional		SAP		Runtime platform		Business intelligence				12.1.0.882		Added from ServiceNow software list

		CA Erwin Data Modeler and Data mart team edition		Preferred		Preferred		Preferred		CA		DevSecOps Pipeline		Data Modeling Software		8.x		NA		Vendor complete name is 'CA Technologies'

		CA Workload Automation AE		Preferred		Preferred		Preferred		CA		Ops Control		Batch Scheduler		11.3.6		11.3.6		Vendor complete name is 'CA Technologies'
Updated name and version according to ServiceNow software list

		Corticon		Preferred		Preferred		Preferred		Progress		Runtime platform		Business Rules Engine		8.x		NA		Confirm it is actually used

		Dynatrace		Optional		Optional		Optional		Dynatrace		DevSecOps Pipeline		Application monitoring and problem diagnostics		NA		NA

		Edifecs		Preferred		Preferred		Preferred		Edifecs		Runtime platform		Healthcare information management		NA		NA

		Enterprise Architect		Preferred		Preferred		Preferred		Sparx Systems		SILC Management		Enterprise architecture modeling		14.1.1427.8		13.0.1309.15
14.1.1427.8		Added from ServiceNow software list

		Granicus		Preferred		Preferred		Preferred		Granicus		Runtime platform		Provides SMS and Email messaging capabilities		N/A

		HP ALM		Preferred		Preferred		Preferred		HP		SILC Management		Test case management
Requirements Management / Traceability
Automated Regression Testing		NA		NA

		HP Fortify Static Code Analyzer		Preferred		Preferred		Preferred		HP		DevSecOps Pipeline		Used for static code analysis and to perform secure coding quality checks		11.3.0.7		NA

		HP LoadRunner		Preferred		Preferred		Preferred		HP		DevSecOps Pipeline		Performance Testing tool		8.1		NA

		HP WebInspect 		Mandatory		Preferred		Preferred		HP		DevSecOps Pipeline		Web application security assessment		NA		NA

		IBM BPM		Preferred		Preferred		Preferred		IBM 		Runtime platform		Workflow Management		NA		NA		Confirm it is actually used, by whom?

		IBM DataCap		Preferred		Preferred		Preferred		IBM		Runtime platform		Document capture and high-speed data extraction 		9.10.10		9.10.10		Updated version according to ServiceNow software list

		IBM Datapower		Preferred		Preferred		Preferred		IBM 		Runtime platform		API Gateway		NA		NA		Complete software name may be 'IBM Datapower Gateway'

		IBM FileNet Content Platform Engine		Preferred		Preferred		Preferred		IBM		Runtime platform		Object and image storage and retrieval		5.5.1.0		5.5.1.0		Updated name and version according to ServiceNow software list

		IBM Healthcare Pack		Preferred		Preferred		Preferred		IBM		Runtime platform		Integration Bus to provide support for applications in healthcare environments. 
Add-on to IBM Integration Bus to support integration of healthcare data such as parse, route, and transform HL7 messages.		NA		NA

		IBM HTTP Server		Preferred		Preferred		Preferred		IBM		Runtime platform		Web Server		8.5		8.5		Updated version according to ServiceNow software list

		IBM Initiate		Preferred		Preferred		Preferred		IBM 		Runtime platform		Master Person Index		NA		NA		Complete software name may be 'IBM Initiate Master Data Service'.

Confirm not duplicate of InforSphere Server

		IBM Integration Bus		Mandatory		Preferred		Preferred		IBM		Runtime platform		Enterprise Service Bus		NA		NA

		IBM MFT		Mandatory		Preferred		Preferred		IBM		Runtime platform		Managed File Transfer		NA		NA		In flight project

		IBM WebSphere Application Server		Preferred		Preferred		Preferred		IBM		Runtime platform		Web and applications server		9		9		Updated version according to ServiceNow software list

		Informatica PowerCenter		Preferred		Preferred		Preferred		Informatica		Runtime platform		Extract, Transform and Load tool that maintains the service and workflow session definitions for ETL.		10.x		NA

		Jama		Preferred		Preferred		Preferred		Jama Software		SILC Management		Collaboration Software		4.x		NA

		JSpell		Optional		Optional		Optional		Page Scholar Inc.		Runtime platform		Spell Check for Brower		NA		NA

		Microsoft Project Server		Preferred		Preferred		Preferred		Microsoft		SILC Management		Project Management and Workplan

		Microsoft Power BI Report Server		Optional		Optional		Optional		Microsoft		Runtime platform		Reporting and Analytics		1.3.6816.37243		1.3.6816.37243		Added from ServiceNow software list

		Microsoft SQL Server Family		Optional		Optional		Optional		Microsoft		Runtime platform		Relational database management system		Enterprise Edition: Core-based Licensing (13.0.5233.0)
		
Enterprise Edition: Core-based Licensing (13.0.5233.0)
		Added from ServiceNow software list

		MQSeries		Preferred		Preferred		Preferred		IBM		Runtime platform		Business integration software (Middleware)		NA		N/A		Added from ServiceNow software list
Confirm this is not need since IIB is included

		Nessus		Mandatory		Preferred		Preferred		Tenable		Ops Control		Vulnerability Scanning		NA		NA		Confirm both are actually used

		OpenText Exstream Server		Preferred		Preferred		Preferred		OpenText		Runtime platform		Notice Engine		NA		NA

		Oracle Active DataGuard		Preferred		Preferred		Preferred		Oracle		Runtime platform		Database Disaster Recovery		12.2				Should be the same as the database version, which should be 12.2 current.

		Oracle Audit Vault		Mandatory		Preferred		Preferred		Oracle		Runtime platform		Security monitoring and audit		12.2

		Oracle Data Masking		Optional		Optional		Optional		Oracle		DevSecOps Pipeline		Data Masking		13.2				Current version is 13.2, but it is not actively being used, so not really a standard for us since it isn’t in use anywhere. TEDS ended up using custom scripts and Informatica jobs for masking tasks.

		Oracle Database Server Enterprise Edition		Preferred		Preferred		Preferred		Oracle		Runtime platform		Relational database management system		12.2		13		Updated name and version according to ServiceNow software list.
The ServiceNow list includes "Database Server" and "Database Server Enterprise".

		Oracle Database Vault		Mandatory		Preferred		Preferred		Oracle		Runtime platform		Fine-grained access control 		12.1 future will be 12.2  and 18
It is the same as the DB version				Part of the db version, so should be the same level as oracle Database, which should be 12.2 as current and 18 as future. Current version 12.1. Upgrading to 12.2 this year, and 18 next year.

		Oracle Enterprise Manager		Preferred		Preferred		Preferred		Oracle		Ops Control		Database management		13.3

		Oracle Goldengate		Preferred		Preferred		Preferred		Oracle		Runtime platform		Data replication		12.1 future will be 12.2 or 18

It is the same as the DB version				Current version 12.1, but future should be 12.2 or 18. Let me confirm this one. Confirmed. Future releases are same as db version, so we will have to upgrade to 12.2 when db upgrades, and will move to 18 next year.

		Oracle Identity and Access Management (OIAM)		Mandatory		Optional		Preferred		Oracle		Runtime platform		Identity and Access Management		NA		NA		This tool is targeted to be decommissioned in mid to late 2021

		Oracle Policy Automation		Preferred		Not Applicable		Not Applicable		Oracle		Runtime platform		Business Rules Engine		10		NA

		Oracle RAC		Preferred		Not Applicable		Not Applicable		Oracle		Runtime platform		Database  clustering		12.2

		QAS		Preferred		Not Applicable		Not Applicable		Experian		Runtime platform		Address Validation		NA		NA

		Qradar		Mandatory		Preferred		Preferred		IBM		Ops Control		Automated security intelligence		NA		NA

		R Server		Optional		Optional		Optional		Microsoft		Runtime platform		Reporting and Analytics		NA		NA		In September 2017, Microsoft R Server was released under the new name of Microsoft Machine Learning Server.  Would need to check name according to version.

		RedHat Enterprise Linux		Preferred		Optional		Optional		Red Hat		Runtime platform		Linux OS		7.x		NA

		Redhat Infinispan		Preferred		Optional		Optional		RedHat		Runtime platform		Distributed in-memory key/value data store		9.x		NA		Red Hat or Apache? (Under Apache 2.0 open source license, but vendor seems to be Red Hat)

		SAS		Optional		Optional		Optional		SAS Institute 		Runtime platform		Multimodal Predictive Analytics and Machine Learning (PAML) platform		9.4		9.4		Added from ServiceNow software list

		ServiceNow		Mandatory		Mandatory		Mandatory		Service Now		Ops Control		Change Management
Help Desk/Problem Management
Configuration management
Software asset management		NA		NA

		Siebel		Optional		Optional		Optional		Oracle		Runtime platform		CRM, Call Center		NA		NA

		SiteScope		Mandatory		Preferred		Preferred		HP		Ops Control		Server and Network Monitoring and management		NA		NA

		SonarQube		Preferred		Not Applicable		Not Applicable		SonarQube		DevSecOps Pipeline		Code quality inspection		NA		NA

		Sophos Linux Antivirus		Mandatory		Preferred		Preferred		Sophos		Runtime platform		Inline virus scanning - Linux		NA

		Splunk Enterprise		Mandatory		Preferred		Preferred		Splunk		Ops Control		Log aggregation		6.x		N/A

		SQL Server Integration Services		Optional		Optional		Optional		Microsoft		Runtime platform		Extract, Transform and Load tool that maintains the service and workflow session definitions for ETL.		2017 (14.0.1000.169)		2017 (14.0.1000.169)		Added from ServiceNow software list

		Symantec		Mandatory		Preferred		Preferred		Symantec		Runtime platform		Inline virus scanning - Windows		NA		n/a		Confirm both are actually used

		Symantec NetBackup Client		Preferred		Not Applicable		Not Applicable		Symantec		Runtime platform		Backup and recovery		N/A

		Tableau		Preferred		Preferred		Preferred		Tableau		Runtime platform		Reporting and Analytics		10.2		10.2		Vendor complete name is 'Tableau Software'
Updated version according to ServiceNow software list

		TaskTop		Preferred		Preferred		Preferred		TaskTop		Runtime platform		Tool Connection and Integration

		Tripwire File Integrity Manager		Mandatory		Preferred		Preferred		Tripwire		Runtime platform		Monitors and alerts on specific state change(s) on a range of systems		8.x		NA

		Tripwire IP 360		Mandatory		Preferred		Preferred		Tripwire		Ops Control		Enterprise detection, vulnerability management, compliance scanning, and risk assessment		8.x		NA

		WebSphere Service Registry and Repository (WSRR)		Preferred		Preferred		Preferred		IBM		Runtime platform		Service Registry		N/A		N/A





TennCare Tools

		Tool Type		Description		Recommended Tool

		Project Program/Portfolio Management (PPM) Tool		This tool is used to evaluate, prioritize, and select projects at the program level. This tool helps with modeling how changes in the allocation of resources or budget across the program affects the program as a whole.		MS Project

		Project Management Tool		This tool is used to plan, organize, and manage budget and resources at the project level.		MS Project

		Enterprise Architecture (EA) Tools		This tool is used to document, manage, and model the current and future-state Enterprise Architecture.		Enterprise Architect (Sparx)

		Business Process Management Software (BPM) Workflow/Diagramming Tools		These tools are used to model and capture the current and future-state processes that are important to understanding an organization’s operating model. Business Rules inform business processes and functional requirements are usually derived from current and future-state business processes.		Enterprise Architect (Sparx)

		Business Rules Management Tool		This tool is used to manage the Business Rules that govern a process and requirements. This software can be in the form of a Business Rules Engine (BRE) or a Business Rules Management System (BRMS), which includes a Business Rules Engine.		Oracle Policy Administration

		Requirements Management Tool		This tool is used to document and manage requirements through the requirements lifecycle.		HP ALM

		Test Management Tool		This tool is used to document and manage test cases and test scripts through the testing lifecycle.		HP ALM

		Defect Management Tool		This tool is used to document and manage defects through the defect lifecycle.		Jira

		Integrated Development Environment (IDE)		This tool is used to create and debug the code that becomes an application.		Atlassian Bamboo

		Unit Testing Tools		This tool is used to test the smallest testable parts of the application – the source code.		Atlassian Bitbucket, Atlassian Fisheye

		Security and Performance Testing Tool		These tools are used to create and detect vulnerabilities in the application based on security loopholes or performance- based issues.		HP Load Runner

		Concurrent Versions System (CVS)		This tool is used to manage different versions of source code and control access to that code across multiple resources.		Atlassian Bitbucket, Atlassian Fisheye

		Application Release Automation (ARA) Tools		This tool is used to model and deploy software into different environments using automation of such deployments.		Atlassian Bamboo

		IT Service management		This tool is used for IT service management including service incidents, configuration management DB, and technology asset management.		ServiceNow













































































































































Definitions

		The Preferred technology standard is a continually evolving document. While this represents a snapshot view of the preferred technologies, it should be recognized
that it is not intended to completely discourage forward adoption of newer or better tools in that may make this portfolio more modern and/or more effective.

		Tool Preference Category

		Mandatory		TennCare has made strategic investment in these tools. These tools represent TennCare's strategic direction. Bidders are required to utilize these tools unless exception is agreed by TennCare.

		Preferred		These tools are currently utilized in TennCare. There are existing licenses and experience using these tools. Bidders are encouraged to utilize these tools to reduce cost and technology diversity within TennCare.

		Optional		These tools are currently utilized in TennCare. However, they maybe utilized in small set of applications, or they are at the end of lifecycle. 

		Not Applicable		These tools are not usable for this specific implementation scenario

		Cloud Preferred		These tools represent TennCare's strategic direction for cloud based technology. Bidders are recommended to utilize these tools or propose an equivalent or better tool for TennCare's approval.

		Cloud Alternate		These tools represent TennCare's strategic direction as an acceptable alternate cloud based technology.

		Tool Groups

		Runtime Platform		Software platform where software components are excited.

		Ops Control		Software tools that support operations. Which include system management and monitoring, Security Event Information Management system(SEIM), Incident management, log aggregation, job scheduler, vulnerability scanning etc. 

		DevSecOps Pipeline		DevSecOps Pipeline represents continuous delivery process from code to deployed feature.  While traditional DevOps refers to the collaborative environment between the development, testing and operations teams in order to achieve continuous delivery, DevSecOps involves the integration of the security component into the DevOps process. The tools support DevSecOps may include but not limited to:
- Build Orchestration
- Build QA Dashboard
- Build scripting
- Automatic Testing
- Automatic Code Review
- Code Management
- Deployment automation
- Dynamic code scanning
- Static code scanning
- Compliance scan

		SILC Management		Facilitate project management activities in SILC, including requirement management, test management, risk and issue management etc.





Tool Groups

		Tool Group

		Runtime platform

		SILC Management

		Ops Control

		DevSecOps Pipeline





TennCare Cloud Tech Standard

		Software Name		Cloud		Managed Technology Services		Maker		Tool Group		Function		Latest Version in TennCare		ServiceNow Version		Note

		Qlikview		Cloud Alternate		Mandatory		Qlik		Runtime platform		Business Intelligence, Reporting, Dashboard and analytics		NA		NA

		Tableau		Cloud Preferred		Mandatory		Tableau		Runtime platform		Reporting and Analytics						
Brought over this entry from "TennCare Whitelist" tab and updated as Cloud Recommended; On-Prem as N/A; Managed Business Services as Mandatory.

This tool is "Cloud Preferred", if contractor selects tool outside of the native cloud toolset.

		Microsoft Power BI Report Server		Cloud Alternate		Mandatory		Microsoft		Runtime platform		Reporting and Analytics						
Brought over this entry from "TennCare Whitelist" tab and updated as Cloud - Secondary; On-Prem as N/A; Managed Business Services as Mandatory.

		BusinessObjects Enterprise XI 3.1		Cloud Alternate		Mandatory		SAP		Runtime platform		Business intelligence						
Brought over this entry from "TennCare Whitelist" tab and updated as Cloud - Secondary; On-Prem as N/A; Managed Business Services as Mandatory.

		SAS		Cloud Preferred		Mandatory		SAS Institute 		Runtime platform		Multimodal Predictive Analytics and Machine Learning (PAML) platform						
Brought over this entry from "TennCare Whitelist" tab and updated as Cloud - Secondary; On-Prem as N/A; Managed Business Services as Mandatory.

		Informatica PowerCenter		Cloud Preferred		Mandatory		Informatica		DevSecOps Pipeline		Extract, Transform and Load tool that maintains the service and workflow session definitions for ETL.						
Brought over this entry from "TennCare Whitelist" tab and updated as Cloud Recommended; On-Prem as N/A; Managed Business Services as Mandatory.

This tool is "Cloud Preferred", if contractor selects tool outside of the native cloud toolset.

		Talend Data Fabric		Cloud Alternate		Mandatory		Talend		Runtime platform		Extract, Transform and Load

		IBM Datastage		Cloud Alternate		Mandatory		IBM		Runtime platform		Extract, Transform and Load

		Oracle Data Integrator		Cloud Alternate		Mandatory		IBM		Runtime platform		Extract, Transform and Load

		Snowflake - Data warehouse		Cloud Alternate		Mandatory		Snowflake		Runtime platform		Data warehouse		NA		NA

		Talend Data Quality		Cloud Alternate		Mandatory		Talend		Runtime platform		Data Quality		NA		NA

		Informatica Data Quality		Cloud Preferred		Mandatory		Informatica		Runtime platform		Data Quality		NA		NA		This tool is "Cloud Preferred", if contractor selects tool outside of the native cloud toolset.

		Data Quality Analyzer		Cloud Alternate		Mandatory		Ataccama		Runtime platform		Data Quality		NA		NA

		Informatica MDM		Cloud Alternate		Mandatory		Informatica		Runtime platform		Master Data management		NA		NA

		IBM Infosphere		Cloud Preferred		Mandatory		IBM		Runtime platform		Master Data management		NA		NA		This tool is "Cloud Preferred", if contractor selects tool outside of the native cloud toolset.

		Ataccama MDM		Cloud Alternate		Mandatory		Ataccama		Runtime platform		Master Data management		NA		NA

		ESRI Arcgis		Cloud Preferred		Mandatory		ESRI		Runtime platform		Spatial analysis, GIS		NA		NA		This tool is "Cloud Preferred", if contractor selects tool outside of the native cloud toolset.

		Google Maps		Cloud Alternate		Mandatory		ESRI		Runtime platform		Spatial analysis, GIS		NA		NA

		Maptitude GIS		Cloud Alternate		Mandatory		Maptitude		Runtime platform		Spatial analysis, GIS		NA		NA

		Adaptive - Metadata Manager		Cloud Alternate		Mandatory		Adaptive		Runtime platform		metadata management		NA		NA

		Alation for Metadata Management		Cloud Preferred		Mandatory		Alation		Runtime platform		metadata management		NA		NA		This tool is "Cloud Preferred", if contractor selects tool outside of the native cloud toolset.

		Collibra Platform (Metadata Management)		Cloud Alternate		Mandatory		Collibra		Runtime platform		metadata management		NA		NA

		Azure		Cloud Alternate		Mandatory		Microsoft		Runtime platform		Cloud platform and native cloud services		NA		NA		Tools for developing and managing applications on Azure :
e.g. ETL - Data Factory;
Storage - Azure SQL, Azure Files, Azure Blobs, Azure Tables and Azure Queues; 
BI - Power BI;

		Amazon Web Services		Cloud Preferred		Mandatory		Amazon		Runtime platform		Cloud platform and native cloud services		NA		NA		Tools for developing and managing applications on AWS :
e.g. ETL - AWS Glue;
Storage - Amazon Redshift, Amazon S3; BI - QuickSight;

		McAfee Total Protection		Cloud Preferred		Mandatory		McAfee		Runtime platform		Anti-virus		NA		NA		Added based on recommendation from Venkat to include as a preferred antivirus software

		Nessus		Cloud Preferred		Mandatory		Tenable		Ops Control		Vulnerability Scanning		NA		NA		
Brought over this entry from "TennCare Whitelist" tab and updated as Cloud Recommended; On-Prem as N/A; Managed Business Services as Mandatory.

		Splunk Enterprise		Cloud Preferred		Mandatory		Splunk		Ops Control		Log aggregation		6.x		N/A		
Brought over this entry from "TennCare Whitelist" tab and updated as Cloud Recommended; On-Prem as N/A; Managed Business Services as Mandatory.

		ForgeRock Identity Management		Cloud Preferred		Mandatory		ForgeRock		Runtime platform		Identity and Access Management		7.x		N/A





Tool Categories

		Tool Category		Tool Group		Capability tool provides

		Build Orchestration		DevSecOps Pipeline				ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		Build QA Dashboard		DevSecOps Pipeline				ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		Build scripting		DevSecOps Pipeline				ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		Code management repository		DevSecOps Pipeline						5		Code management repository		DevSecOps Pipeline

		Deployment scripting		DevSecOps Pipeline						6		CRM		Ops Control

		Dynamic code scanning		DevSecOps Pipeline						7		CRM		Ops Control

		Static code scanning		DevSecOps Pipeline						8		Source code analytics		SDLC Management

		Compliance scan		Ops Control						9		Compliance scan		Ops Control

		CRM		Ops Control						10		CRM		Ops Control

		Intrusion detection		Ops Control						11		Intrusion detection		Ops Control

		Job Schedule Management		Ops Control						12		Job Schedule Management		Ops Control

		Log Aggregation		Ops Control						13		Log Aggregation		Ops Control

		Pen Test		Ops Control						14		Mobility management		SDLC Management

		Performance management		Ops Control						15		Mobility management		SDLC Management

		Security Information and Event Management		Ops Control						16		Section 508 compliance		SDLC Management

		System monitoring and management		Ops Control						17		Source code analytics		SDLC Management

		Unit test automation		Ops Control						18		Test data management		SDLC Management

		Vulnerability scan		Ops Control						19		Test data management		SDLC Management

		Address Validation and Standardization		Runtime platform						20		ERROR:#N/A		ERROR:#N/A

		Anti virus		Runtime platform						21		ERROR:#N/A		ERROR:#N/A

		Application Server		Runtime platform						22		ERROR:#N/A		ERROR:#N/A

		Archive retention		Runtime platform						23		ERROR:#N/A		ERROR:#N/A

		Backup and recovery		Runtime platform						24		ERROR:#N/A		ERROR:#N/A

		Business Rules Engine		Runtime platform						25		Build scripting		DevSecOps Pipeline

		Caching		Runtime platform						26		Build scripting		DevSecOps Pipeline

		Content Management		Runtime platform						27		Compliance scan		Ops Control

		Data cleansing		Runtime platform						28		CRM		Ops Control

		Document / Forms Management		Runtime platform						29		CRM		Ops Control

		ESB		Runtime platform						30		CRM		Ops Control

		ETL		Runtime platform						31		CRM		Ops Control

		IAM		Runtime platform						32		CRM		Ops Control

		MDM		Runtime platform						33		Log Aggregation		Ops Control

		Message queue		Runtime platform						34		Log Aggregation		Ops Control

		MFT		Runtime platform						35		MFT		Runtime platform

		Network Isolation		Runtime platform						36		Mobility management		SDLC Management

		NoSql Database		Runtime platform						37		Mobility management		SDLC Management

		Office Automation		Runtime platform						38		Mobility management		SDLC Management

		Relational Database		Runtime platform						39		Mobility management		SDLC Management

		Reporting / Data Analytics		Runtime platform						40		Mobility management		SDLC Management

		Server OS		Runtime platform						41		Section 508 compliance		SDLC Management

		Spell check		Runtime platform						42		Source code analytics		SDLC Management

		Web Gateway		Runtime platform						43		Test data management		SDLC Management

		Web Service Registry		Runtime platform						44		Test data management		SDLC Management

		Workflow engine		Runtime platform						45		Web Service Repository (SOA Governance)		SDLC Management

		Workload balancer		Runtime platform						46		Web Service Repository (SOA Governance)		SDLC Management

		Change Management		SDLC Management						47		Build scripting		DevSecOps Pipeline

		Code Review Management		SDLC Management						48		Code management repository		DevSecOps Pipeline

		Collaboration		SDLC Management						49		Code management repository		DevSecOps Pipeline

		Configuration management		SDLC Management						50		Compliance scan		Ops Control

		Data Modeing		SDLC Management						51		CRM		Ops Control

		Defect tracking		SDLC Management						52		CRM		Ops Control

		Deliverables and work product approval workflow		SDLC Management						53		CRM		Ops Control

		Design repository 		SDLC Management						54		CRM		Ops Control

		Enterprise Architecture Modeling		SDLC Management						55		CRM		Ops Control

		Function Test Automation		SDLC Management						56		CRM		Ops Control

		IDE		SDLC Management						57		CRM		Ops Control

		Incident tracking		SDLC Management						58		CRM		Ops Control

		Load testing		SDLC Management						59		Job Schedule Management		Ops Control

		Mobility management		SDLC Management						60		Mobility management		SDLC Management

		Requirements management		SDLC Management		The ability to manage requirements in a way that facilitates traceability from the business capability driving the requirement to the functional designs, technical specifications and implementations that meet the requirement and enable the new business capability as well as various SDLC activities that relate  back to the requirement, such as incident reports and defects.				61		Requirements management		SDLC Management

		Section 508 compliance		SDLC Management						62		Section 508 compliance		SDLC Management

		Service virtualization		SDLC Management						63		Service virtualization		SDLC Management

		SOAP unit testing		SDLC Management						64		SOAP unit testing		SDLC Management

		Software asset management		SDLC Management						65		Software asset management		SDLC Management

		Source code analytics		SDLC Management						66		Source code analytics		SDLC Management

		Test case management		SDLC Management						67		Test case management		SDLC Management

		Test data management		SDLC Management						68		Test data management		SDLC Management

		Web Service Repository (SOA Governance)		SDLC Management						69		Web Service Repository (SOA Governance)		SDLC Management





PreferenceStatus
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